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It was spring in New Mouse City! I love to celebrate the season with my fellow mice by exchanging chocolate eggs and competing in a
confectionary challenge. This year, there was also a special exhibition of priceless jeweled Mousebergé eggs in town. Then one of the
Mousebergé eggs was stolen... and it was up to me to find it! Squeak! Could I chase it down?
Winner at the 2016 Gellet Burgess Award - Society & Culture This is a tale all about how important it is to shine as brightly as you can, with
the light that we all carry within us and makes us unique. Guided Reading Level: L, Lexile Level: 640L
This scrumptious New York Times bestseller has a whole lot of kick! Dragons love tacos. They love chicken tacos, beef tacos, great big
tacos, and teeny tiny tacos. So if you want to lure a bunch of dragons to your party, you should definitely serve tacos. Buckets and buckets of
tacos. Unfortunately, where there are tacos, there is also salsa. And if a dragon accidentally eats spicy salsa . . . oh, boy. You're in red-hot
trouble. The award-winning team behind Those Darn Squirrels! has created an unforgettable, laugh-until-salsa-comes-out-of-your-nose tale
of new friends and the perfect snack.
In this imaginative adventure from Newbery Medal–winning author Beverly Cleary, a young mouse named Ralph is thrown into a world of
excitement when a boy and his shiny toy motorcycle check in to the Mountain View Inn. When the ever-curious Ralph spots Keith's red toy
motorcycle, he vows to ride it. So when Keith leaves the bike unattended in his room one day, Ralph makes his move. But with all this
freedom (and speed!) come a lot of obstacles. Whether dodging a rowdy terrier or keeping his nosy cousins away from his new wheels, Ralph
has a lot going on! And with a pal like Keith always looking out for him, there's nothing this little mouse can't handle. This timeless classic now
features a foreword written by New York Times bestselling author Kate DiCamillo, as well as an exclusive interview with Beverly Cleary
herself. The Mouse and the Motorcycle is perfect for independent reading or for shared reading at home or in a classroom. This fun story is
the first of a trilogy, along with Runaway Ralph and Ralph S. Mouse, all inspired by the author's hope to create appealing books for boys and
girls—and by the sight of her son playing with toy cars.
El sol es de oro la luna es de plata y las estrellitas son de hoja de lata. The sun's a gold medallion. The moon's a silver ball. The little stars
are only tin; I love them best of all. Here is a groundbreaking bilingual collection of traditional rhymes that celebrates childhood and Spanish
and Latin American heritage. From playing dress up to making tortillas, and from rising at daybreak to falling asleep, these joyful rhymes are
sure to delight young readers. Passed down from generation to generation, the twenty-nine rhymes included have been lovingly selected by
distinguished authors Alma Flor Ada and F. Isabel Campoy. English adaptations by Alice Schertle capture the spirit of each rhyme and have
a charm all their own. Accompanied by enchanting illustrations by Spanish artist Viví Escrivá, this collection is destined to become a beloved
classic for children already familiar with the rhymes as well as those encountering them for the first time.
There are places that remind us of happy moments. Zoe, a little girl who has to flee from her city with her family because of a war,
remembers them before she leaves. She uses them to draw a "map of good memories," knowing that they will always be with her. Guided
Reading Level: O, Lexile Level: 820L
This book is perfect for kids learning English or Spanish as their second language. Includes 4 pages for coloring. Are you looking for your little
red dragon lady? Her name is Amy, and she has disappeared. Let's go find her! Is she helping a princess? Or a brave knight? Maybe she just
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flew away for some reason. Maybe dragons cannot fly at all? What do you think? The search for Amy is a delightful read-aloud. Kids will learn
different places, objects, and simple questions and answers, but mostly, they will be happy when the funny red dragon is discovered at the
end. Where? Well, just read. Kids learn well through repetition and simple language. Each line is translated into Spanish directly below for
easy comprehension. The colors and large text in this collection make learning easy and fun. The text is simple and partly repetitive, suitable
for early-age learning. This dual language bedtime story is part of the series "Where is . . .?" which is specifically designed to teach children
new foreign words and phrases as you read to them.The book is also available in other languages. A Quick Good Night And Funny Bedtime
Story. This story will capture children's interest and imagination and shall inspire a lifelong love of literature and reading. Now available:
THREE more books in the series. Make sure to check them out! ¡Amy, la pequeña dragón, ha desaparecido! ¿Puedes encontrarla? Esta
serie de cuentos para buscar y encontrar animales está dirigida a niños muy pequeños. La búsqueda de una pequeña dragón llamada Amy
por diversos lugares es un cuento encantador para leerlo en voz alta. Sus ilustraciones llenas de color harán que escucharlo y entenderlo
sea fácil y divertido, con un texto sencillo y parcialmente repetitivo. Este cuento también está disponible en otros idiomas. Un divertido
cuento para buscar y encontrar. ¿Quién más falta? - ¿Dónde está mi perrito? - ¿Dónde está mi pequeña elefante? - ¿Dónde está mi mi
pequeño cocodrilo?
"Who'sthere?" says little bear. and he jumps up to open the door. Is it one of his friends, or is a big bad wolf really trying to chase them all?

Worm is all about having fun, respecting the earth, and never taking baths. Many children will relate to this funny
character! In Diary of a Worm: Teacher's Pet, Worm makes a surprising discovery—teachers have birthdays. That means
Worm and his friends have to find the perfect present for their teacher, Mrs. Mulch. Diary of a Worm: Teacher's Pet is a
Level One I Can Read book, which means it is perfect for kids learning to sound out words and sentences.
Families of all kinds will delight in this sweet tale of new babies, sibling rivalry, bravery, unconditional love...and veggies!
The Bunny family has adopted a wolf son, and daughter Dot is the only one who realizes Wolfie can--and might--eat
them all up! Dot tries to get through to her parents, but they are too smitten to listen. A new brother takes getting used to,
and when (in a twist of fate) it's Wolfie who's threatened, can Dot save the day?
From the bestselling author of Dragons Love Tacos comes a whimsical re-telling of the chupacabra folktale, written in a
blend of English and Spanish A long time ago, a girl named Carla lived on a goat farm with her father, Hector. One night,
a goat disappeared from the farm and turned up flat as a pancake. Only one creature could do that--El Chupacabras, the
goatsucker! Legend has it that El Chupacabras is a fearsome beast, but you can't believe everything you hear...and
sometimes the truth is even more interesting. Told in equal parts English and Spanish by bestselling author Adam Rubin,
and cinematically illustrated by acclaimed Hollywood creature creator Crash McCreery, this lighthearted take on a
modern legend is not told in the traditional bilingual style. Each sentence is half-Spanish/half-English followed by a
repetition of the same line translated the other way around. This mirroring technique allows the languages to intermingle
equally. A fun and unique way to introduce either Spanish or English to new readers. A note from author Adam Rubin: "I
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decided to tell this story in an unusual way to explore the beauty of harmony. It's easy to dismiss the unfamiliar, but
compassion takes a little more effort. With so many people trumpeting divisiveness right now, it's more important than
ever to teach kids that there is more than one way to understand the world."
For fans of Dragons Love Tacos comes a fresh, funny story that deals with everyone's least favorite thing: a cold. Is your
dragon sleepy? Does he have a runny nose? Does he keep sneezing fire? Unfortunately, it sounds like your dragon has
a cold. But luckily, this guide will help anxious dragon owners through the challenges of caring for their sick dragon!
Balancing tongue-in-cheek humor through Charles Santoso's illustrations with gentle reassurance, this story proves that
laughter really is the best medicine and will appeal to anyone who has felt under the weather.
A New York Times bestselling bedtime story with a math twist from Danica McKellar (well-known for her roles on The
Wonder Years and The West Wing, and acclaimed author of multiple popular math books)--which sneaks in secret
counting concepts on each page to help make your child smarter This deceptively simple bedtime book, the first in the
McKellar Math line, gives your child the building blocks for math success. As children say goodnight to the objects all
around them--three wheels on a tricycle, four legs on a cat--they will connect with the real numbers in their world while
creating cuddly memories, night after night. Actress, math whiz, and New York Times bestselling author Danica McKellar
uses her proven math success to show children that loving numbers is as easy as 1, 2, 3. "The joys of counting combine
with pretty art and homage to Goodnight Moon." --Kirkus "McKellar brings her enthusiasm for mathematics to a younger
crowd in this gentle and well-executed counting book." --Publishers Weekly "A similarly simple, quiet feel as Margaret
Wise Brown's iconic Goodnight Moon...there is a lot to count on." -Booklist "A winner for bedtimes or storytimes focusing
on counting." --School Library Journal
A heartwarming and charming debut novel about family, friends, and finding your voice all wrapped up in a warm tortilla.
Estefania "Stef" Soto is itching to shake off the onion-and-cilantro embrace of Tia Perla, her family's taco truck. She
wants nothing more than for Papi to get a normal job and for Tia Perla to be a distant memory. Then maybe everyone at
school will stop seeing her as the Taco Queen. But when her family's livelihood is threatened, and it looks like her wish
will finally come true, Stef surprises everyone (including herself) by becoming the truck's unlikely champion. In this fun
and heartfelt novel, Stef will discover what matters most and ultimately embrace an identity that even includes old Tia
Perla.
From the creators of Dragons Love Tacos comes the story of what happens when a grumpy old man and some
mischievous squirrels match wits—with hilarious results. Old Man Fookwire is a grump. The only thing he likes to do is
paint pictures of the birds that visit his backyard. The problem is, they fly south every winter, leaving him sad and lonely.
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So he decides to get them to stay by putting up beautiful birdfeeders filled with seeds and berries. Unfortunately, the
squirrels like the treats, too, and make a daring raid on the feeders. The conflict escalates—until the birds depart (as
usual), and the squirrels come up with a plan that completely charms the old grump.
In this delightful role-reversal story, all the serious little boy wants is to settle down quietly and read his book. But that’s
not so easy when there’s an imaginative tiger with an excess of energy behind the couch, wanting attention and
someone to play with. Repetitive refrains and sound effects make this a perfect read-aloud, and the sweet and cozy
ending will delight the heart of any book-lover.
The hilarious sequel to the smokin’ hot New York Times best seller, perfect for story time News alert! It has just been discovered
that there are NO MORE TACOS left anywhere in the world. This is a huge problem because, as you know, dragons love tacos. If
only there was a way for the dragons to travel back in time, to before tacos went extinct. Then they could grab lots of tacos and
bring them back! It’s the perfect plan, as long as there’s no spicy salsa. You remember what happened last time . . . The awardwinning creators of Robo-Sauce and Secret Pizza Party return with a gut-bustingly hilarious companion to the bestselling
phenomenon Dragons Love Tacos.
Dragon lovers will jump at the chance to see what raising a friendly dragon just might look like in this hilarious read aloud about a
boy and his pet. While dragons may not be the most traditional of pets, the boy explains how his dragon, Sparky, would be the
perfect pet and pal. He details tips for how to pick a dragon, what to do when your dragon misbehaves, and what NOT to feed
them (broccoli). Clever and wry text paired with bright and comedic illustrations will make Me and My Dragon a storytime favorite
for kids and adults alike.
Marisa gets to help make dumplings this year to celebrate the New Year. But she worries if anyone will eat her funny-looking
dumplings. Set in the Hawaiian islands, this story celebrates the joyful mix of food, customs, and languages from many cultures.
Dragons Love TacosPenguin
A magical Little Golden Book for a little unicorn lover's Easter basket! I am moonlight white. I have a magical horn. I look a lot like
a horse, of course. . . So begins this charming Little Golden Book that introduces the magical unicorn to the littlest readers! In this
sweet story, gorgeously illustrated by Disney artist Joey Chou, a unicorn tells the readers all about herself ("My horn can make
water clean, or heal a hurt") and her magical life ("I frolic in the forest, I prance in the fields"). Sure to delight little ones who love
the magic of fairy tales and beautiful creatures! Don't miss this other book about an amazing mythical creature! 'm a Dragon
Anna Meriano’s unforgettable family of brujas returns for one more serving of amor, azúcar, and magia, in this breakout series
that's been called "charming and delectably sweet." (Zoraida Córdova, award-winning author of the Brooklyn Brujas series) It’s
spring break in Rose Hill, Texas, but Leo Logroño has a lot of work to do if she's going to become a full-fledged bruja like the rest
of her family. She still hasn't discovered the true nature of her magical abilities, and that isn’t the only bit of trouble in her life: Her
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family’s baking heirlooms have begun to go missing, and a new bakery called Honeybees has opened across town, threatening to
run Amor y Azúcar right out of business. What's more, everyone around her seems to have secrets, and none of them want to tell
Leo what's going on. But the biggest secret of all comes when Leo is paid a very surprising visit—by her long-lost Abuelo Logroño.
Abuelo promises answers to her most pressing questions and tells Leo he can teach her about her power, about what it takes to
survive in a world where threats lurk in the shadows. But can she trust him?
In the morning, dragons wake up, tumble out of bed, and get ready to fly into the sky.
Si quieres ser amigo de un dragón, los tacos son la clave.

Fans of the best-selling Dragons Love Tacos will devour Adam Rubin and Daniel Salmieri’s newest story, a hilarious
picture book about robots that magically transforms into a super shiny metal ROBO-BOOK. FACT: Robots are awesome.
They have lasers for eyes, rockets for feet, and supercomputers for brains! Plus, robots never have to eat steamed
beans or take baths, or go to bed. If only there were some sort of magical “Robo-Sauce” that turned squishy little
humans into giant awesome robots… Well, now there is. Giggle at the irreverent humor, gasp at the ingenious fold-out
surprise ending, and gather the whole family to enjoy a unique story about the power of imagination. It’s picture book
technology the likes of which humanity has never seen!
Doña Flor is a giant woman who lives in a puebla with lots of families. She loves her neighbors–she lets the children use
her flowers for trumpets, and the families use her leftover tortillas for rafts. So when a huge puma is terrifying the village,
of course Flor is the one to investigate. Featuring Spanish words and phrases throughout, as well as a glossary, Pat
Mora’s story, along with Raúl Colón’s glorious artwork, makes this a treat for any reader, tall or small. Award-winning
author Pat Mora’s previous book with Raúl Colón, Tomás and the Library Lady, received the Tomás Rivera Mexican
American Children’s Book Award, an IRA Teacher’s Choice Award, a Skipping Stones Award, and was also named a
Texas Bluebonnet Award Master List title and an Americas Award for Children’s and Young Adult Literature commended
title. She lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The world's greediest pug won't play fair, and he'll do just about anything to win!
Did you come from Mexico? An Mexican-American defends Joaquin, a boyy frp, Mexico who came across the border.
The Border Patrol is looking for him and his mother who are hiding. His newly found friend Prietita took him to the Herb
Lady to help him with red welts.
"When dragons run out of tacos, they travel back in time to get a fresh supply"-While Raccoon is eating pizza at his secret pizza party, he sees a masquerade party going on in the house next door and
joins the fun. By the New York Times best-selling creators of Dragons Love Tacos!
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Sirin, Allie, and Joss have joined forces with the legendary silver dragon Lysander, the only creature capable of opening
portals between the two worlds. But the powerful Lennix clan is following the children's every move and will stop at
nothing to capture Lysander. After generations of plotting, the Lennixes -- and their bloodthirsty dragon allies, the Raptors
-- are terrifyingly close to establishing a brutal dragon regime on Earth, just like they did centuries ago. Now, it's up to
Allie, Joss, and Sirin to protect Lysander while searching for a secret source of lost dragon magic, the only force powerful
enough to stop the Raptor. But when their search takes them to one of the largest cities on Earth, the new friends must
decide what's more important: finding the missing treasure or guarding the most important secret in the world -- that
dragons have returned to Earth . . . and not all of them have good intentions.
The first hilarious story in the New York Times bestselling Magnolia Says DON'T! series about a charismatic kid who's
got a terrific knack for terrible ideas! Note to self: If your teacher tells you to bring something from nature for show-andtell, she does not want you to bring an alligator! But nothing will stop Magnolia, who's determined to have the best showand-tell of all--until her reptilian rapscallion starts getting her into some major trouble. Now it's up to Magnolia to find a
way to send this troublemaker home--but what could possibly scare an alligator away?
Two dogs are opposite in every way, but are the very best of friends. On board pages.
A slightly different take on the traditional bedtime story and routine. Read about Tycho's father helps to soothe and
placate the monsters inhabiting his bedroom!
Finally! A book that combines the two things your toddler loves most...counting and tacos. From the group that brought
you My Daddy the Adventurer comes a fun counting book that also helps your toddler to learn the many emotions he/she
may be feeling. Plus, it has tacos!
A blue backpack. Una mochila azul. Empty! A brother and sister, un hermano y una hermana, and their little bear, un
osito. Sleepy! But there are so many things to gather -- and so much to be done! Come join the fun -- in English and
Spanish -- and make an ordinary afternoon extraordinary.
News alert! It has just been discovered that there are NO MORE TACOS left anywhere in the world. If only there was a
way for the dragons to travel back in time, to before tacos went extinct. Then they could grab lots of tacos and bring them
back!
The adventures of the ingenious little monkey who left the jungle to live with the man in the yellow hat.
New in paperback--an unforgettable dragon story from Philip Reeve! Ansel's new master slays dragons for a living. He
says he's hunted the monstrous worms all over Christendom-and he has the scars to prove it! But is Brock just a clever
trickster in shining armor? Ansel is sure there are no such things as dragons. So what is the man-eating creature that
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lives in the crags of Dragon Mountain? As he and Brock climb the perilous ice-face to its lair, Ansel is about to discover
the horrifying truth. A heart-pounding new fantasy with a brilliant twist from Philip Reeve, one of the world's greatest
writers. "His imagination is electrifying."--Frank Cottrell Boyce, author of Millions and Cosmic
How to Train Your Dragon meets natural history, with real science, in this story of discovery through one of the lens of
one of the most historical voyages in history. It's 1835. Cabin boy Simon Covington is on the voyage of a lifetime to the
Galapagos Islands with the world-famous scientist, Charles Darwin.But when Simon falls overboard during a huge storm,
he washes up on an unexplored island. Stranded there, he makes a discovery that could change the world. Now it's not
just his own survival at stake - the future of an undiscovered species is in his hands. But perhaps, there's one person
who could help...Based on the real events of Charles Darwin's legendary voyage, this is a novel that melds science with
wonder.
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